Coast to Coast, Apartments to Private Homes, Pets Warehouse Leads the Way Again Delivering That Special Aquarium of Your Dreams Straight to Your Door at Affordable Prices

Shipping of aquarium available nationwide. Near or far, remotely tucked away or busy city dweller can now enjoy the hobby and benefits of owning a beautiful Aquarium set up.

COPIAGUE, N.Y. (PRWEB) February 22, 2019 -- Pets Warehouse is place to go to for expert advice choosing the right aquarium with our knowledge and guidance since 1974.

PetsWarehouse.com offers many different models to choose from. Depending on the size they can be reasonably delivered anywhere by Fed Ex Freight or common carrier trucking. Best of all with this tank purchase the cabinet and all accessories can be included at no additional cost starting at $189 See http://www.petswarehouse.com/aquarium-shipping for details.

There are tons of aquarium related products to be added and as always the proper guidance and assistance is first and foremost, helping customers make the right purchase.

Pets Warehouse is even now offering reverse osmosis systems for home use to insure the purest water to keep all your marine inhabitants healthy and happy.

“Just add water” “ Simple as that to bring a small part of a tropical paradise right into your home or office” said Bob Novak Founder Pets Warehouse

Benefits
A study completed by Plymouth University shows that people who spend a considerable amount of time around aquariums see an improvement in their physical and mental well being. Apart from boosting people's moods, an aquarium can reduce blood pressure, heart rates, and other conditions.

- Reduces Stress. Extensive competition and modern day living have led to the rise of daily stress. ...
- Provides a Good Sleep at Night. A fish tank can induce a relaxing effect on the entire body, which is especially true in babies. ...
- Reduces High Blood Pressure. ...
- Increases Your Productivity. ...
- Helps Alzheimer's Patients.

Benefits of Keeping a Fish Tank and the Science and Feng Shui Behind It

If you’re into Feng Shui, you probably know that placing a fish tank somewhere in your home gives you wealth or money luck

We humans have a natural attraction to water. We cannot survive without it, and we cannot grow plants or domesticate animals to feed ourselves if water is completely absent from us. So perhaps its beneficial effects on us have to do with our survival instincts, or perhaps its embedded deep in our mind with our DNA composition.
Pets Warehouse Stores offer a large selection of healthy Marine, Tropical Fish, Cichlids, Corals and Aquarium plants.

Locations:
Copiague, 1550 Sunrise Avenue, Patchouge, 499 Sunrise Highway, Bohemia, 4601 Sunrise Hwy., Carle Place, 177 Glen Cove Rd, Setauket, 5010 Nesconset Hwy., Selden, 291 Middle Country Rd

About Pets Warehouse

Founded in 1974, Pets Warehouse today is one of the industries top pet retailers. The Six Super Stores and full line website feature the latest products, the best deals and valuable information to allow pet owners to make informed and affordable purchases. Its extensive website was ranked #2 by Yahoo Internet Life Magazine and as the third most visited site by NPD, Marketing Research Company.

To learn more contact John K Development by emailing PetsWarehouse (at) gmail (dot) com or visiting PetsWarehouse.com
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Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.